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Modeling branching morphogenesis using materials
with programmable mechanical instabilities
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Abstract

The architectural features of branching morphogenesis
demonstrate exquisite reproducibility among various organs
and species despite the unique functionality and biochemical
differences of their microenvironment. The regulatory networks
that drive branching morphogenesis employ cell-generated
and passive mechanical forces, which integrate extracellular
signals from the microenvironment into morphogenetic move-
ments. Cell-generated forces function locally to remodel the
extracellular matrix (ECM) and control interactions among
neighboring cells. Passive mechanical forces are the product
of in situ mechanical instabilities that trigger out-of-plane
buckling and clefting deformations of adjacent tissues. Many of
the molecular and physical signals that underlie buckling and
clefting morphogenesis remain unclear and require new
experimental strategies to be uncovered. Here, we highlight
soft material systems that have been engineered to display
programmable buckles and creases. Using synthetic materials
to model physicochemical and spatiotemporal features of
buckling and clefting morphogenesis might facilitate our un-
derstanding of the physical mechanisms that drive branching
morphogenesis across different organs and species.
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Introduction
The innate property of embryonic cells to proliferate,
polarize, differentiate and collectively develop into

populations of distinct shapes defines the process of
tissue morphogenesis. Despite the unique physiological
functionality of different organs, their architectures
frequently display striking similarities even among
different species. The lung, kidney, salivary and mam-
mary glands are some of the organs that are comprised of
a branching network, which results from the morpho-
genesis of epithelial cells arranged in tubular topologies
[1]. However, whether the development of the
branched morphologies of these organs results from
similar physical mechanisms remains unclear. For

instance, in contrast with the lung or prostate, the
mammary glands undertake major steps of their devel-
opment during the postnatal period, affected by the
geometric features of the tissue and the concentration
of biochemical factors [2,3]. Exploring the cellular and
physical principles that direct branching morphogenesis
in different organs requires the generation of new
experimental strategies that can efficiently unravel the
underlying mechanisms for a wide range of tissues and
their surrounding microenvironments.

Engineering biomimetic cell culture systems to reca-
pitulate biochemical and biomechanical signals found in
developing tissues can greatly facilitate our under-
standing of epithelial morphogenesis. Biomaterials have
been used extensively for similar purposes in tissue
engineering, and they have been shown to replicate
several features of the natural microenvironment [4].
Following this paradigm, earlier studies of branching
morphogenesis combined hydrogel protein scaffolds
with dissected embryonic organs [5]. The transplanted
organoids reproduced critical features of branching

morphogenesis, stimulated by the presentation of solu-
ble growth factors. When particles were embedded in
the surrounding hydrogel to establish a spatial gradient
of growth factors, the embryonic airway epithelium
proliferated and extended towards sites of higher
fibroblast growth factor (FGF) concentration [6]. This
culture model was thought to replicate the patterned
expression of FGF10 by the adjacent mesenchyme and
its effects on epithelial proliferation and branching
during the earliest stages of lung development [6,7].
Nonetheless, when FGF10 was uniformly added in
suspension, the lung epitheliummaintained its ability to
www.sciencedirect.com
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form branches [7]. Hence, branching morphogenesis is
the result of coordinated biophysical and biochemical
signals that together control tissue development.

One possible avenue for understanding these complex
morphogenetic mechanisms is the design of advanced
culture systems that integrate active and passive forces
previously found to act during branching morphogenesis

[8]. Active forces are generated by actomyosin
contractility and transduced through the cytoskeleton
and across transmembrane receptors that bind selec-
tively to ECM proteins or to neighboring cells. These
active forces probe the surrounding mechanical and
biochemical microenvironment via cell-ECM and celle
cell interactions, thus influencing the morphological
and functional characteristics of the cells and the
developing tissue. In this context, biomimetic systems
with tunable stiffness [9], viscosity [10], and visco-
elastic characteristics [11] were previously engineered

to reveal how the mechanical signals of the microenvi-
ronment affect cytoplasmic organization and cell func-
tionality through cell-mediated mechanical
perturbations. Hybrid biomaterials that permit the
controlled presentation of adhesive motifs were formu-
lated to unveil the spatial requirements for ligand-
mediated mechanotransduction [12]. Similarly, three-
dimensional (3D) hydrogels were engineered to inves-
tigate how the interplay between cell-ECM and celle
cell interactions modulates the effects of mechanical
properties on cell differentiation [13].

However, branching morphogenesis is also influenced by
passive mechanical forces generated by mechanical in-
stabilities in the microenvironment of the developing
tissue [14,15]. The effect of these mechanical in-
stabilities on tissue architecture depends on the me-
chanical properties of the tissue and the mode of
branching. During buckling morphogenesis, mechanical
instabilities define the spatial patterns associated with
branch initiation, while active forces reinforce the ac-
quired tissue morphology and drive its further devel-
opment. In contrast, the physical characteristics that

drive clefting morphogenesis are more ambiguous than
those responsible for buckling; new modeling ap-
proaches are required to elucidate the underlying
mechanisms. Although certain mechanical instabilities
can easily be modeled using synthetic materials, there
has only been limited effort to engineer cell culture
systems with programmable mechanical instabilities.
Here, we provide a brief overview of the mechanical
instabilities associated with branching morphogenesis
and highlight recent progress on the design of synthetic
materials with similar mechanical features. We envision

that new approaches to engineer biomimetic systems
with tunable mechanical instabilities will enable the
modeling of a wider variety of physical mechanisms of
branching morphogenesis.
www.sciencedirect.com
Buckling morphogenesis
Several recent studieshavehighlighted the roleofphysical

forces in the regulation of buckling morphogenesis [16].
Varner et al. [17] (**) showed that the initial buckling of
mesenchyme-free mouse airway epithelium acts as a local
physical pattern to direct branch extension [18]. In this
example, the characteristic wavelength of buckling de-
pends on the growth rate of the epithelium and is inde-
pendent of the stiffness of the surrounding gel. These
findings suggest that the physical characteristics of the
participating cellular and ECM components act together
with biochemical cues to drive branching morphogenesis.
An analogous case of buckling deformation in synthetic

materials canbe sufficientlymodeledby a bilayer film that
is comprised of a rigid upper layer on a softer foundation.
Compressing the bilayer film above a critical strain (εw)
triggers out-of-plane deformation (Figure 1A). This type
of mechanical instability is described by a characteristic
wavelength (l) and amplitude (A), the values of which
depend on the relative Young’s modulus, thickness, and
Poisson ratio of the two layers.

During buckling morphogenesis, the critical strain (εw)
is accrued across the epithelium under the influence of

an asymmetry in growth or the presence of a dynamic
mechanical mismatch between the epithelium and its
adjacent mesenchyme [16]. For example, in the chicken
midgut the higher growth rate and compression ratio of
the epithelium compared to those of the mesenchyme
can induce the sequential formation of longitudinal
ridges and zigzag patterns that precede villus formation
[19]. Similar to the model of the bilayer film, the
buckling characteristics delineating this phenomenon
are the spatial periodicity and amplitude of the folds
that form. In the mouse intestine, villus morphogenesis

begins with an initially flat epithelium (Figure 1B) [20].
Epithelial cells secrete soluble signals that induce pro-
liferation and migration of the adjacent mesenchyme
and its differentiation into smooth muscle. Through this
process, the smooth muscle constrains the growing
epithelial layer, giving rise to cell shortening and basal
deformation that enables the formation of an out-of-
plane villus morphology [21,22]. During tooth morpho-
genesis (Figure 1C), concentration gradients of several
growth factors (i.e. FGF and bone morphogenetic pro-
tein) locally alter the density of mesenchymal cells [23]

and define regions of highly proliferative epithelial cells.
This asymmetry in growth causes inward folding of the
epithelium and formation of the tooth bud.

Given that the process results from a mechanical
instability, it is not surprising that epithelial buckling
and wrinkling have occasionally been found to occur
independent of adjacent mesenchymal cells. When
distal lung epithelium is denuded of its adjacent
mesenchyme and is embedded in a hydrogel comprised
of basement membrane proteins, the tissue maintains
Current Opinion in Biomedical Engineering 2018, 6:66–73
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Figure 1

(A) Buckling morphogenesis of a stratified film due to implementation of a critical strain. The wavelength and the amplitude of the out-of-plane de-
formations depend on the mechanical properties and thickness of the film. (B) Gradual deformation of an initially flat epithelial layer in the mouse
intestine. The intestinal epithelium secretes growth factors that locally cluster mesenchymal cells. Reciprocal epithelial and mesenchymal signaling
causes villi to emerge followed by shortening of the height of the epithelial layer [20]. (C) Early stages of tooth morphogenesis. Induction of odontogenic
mesenchyme by growth factors secreted by the epithelium. Subsequent folding and bud formation of the epithelium under mesenchyme-assisted spatial
confinement [23].
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its ability to buckle [17], consistent with similar findings
in kidney [24] and salivary gland [5]. These examples
highlight the ubiquity of buckling morphogenesis

throughout the development of different organs and
despite the operation of different signaling pathways.
Nonetheless, it remains unclear how buckling morpho-
genesis maintains highly precise architectural features
without information from a genetic blueprint. This
structural complexity is increased by the presence of
multiple physical (e.g. stiffness, geometry, thickness)
and chemical (e.g. growth factors, ECM proteins) het-
erogeneities across different organs and species. Engi-
neered cell culture systems that allow control over these
features can be potentially used to investigate how

different physical properties of the microenvironment
orchestrate buckling morphogenesis.
Materials with programmable instabilities
for modeling buckling morphogenesis
Soft materials have increasingly paved their way into our
lives through a vast number of products such as sensors,
Current Opinion in Biomedical Engineering 2018, 6:66–73
drug delivery agents, and surgical implants. With control
over their chemistry and mechanical properties, soft
materials can be used to generate synthetic microenvi-

ronments with biologically relevant shape-forming
characteristics. Following this concept, synthetic mate-
rials prescribed with programmable shape trans-
formations can benefit future efforts in modeling tissue
morphogenesis. In previous studies, engineered mate-
rials acquired a wrinkled/buckled morphology through a
range of stimulatory cues (e.g. thermal, mechanical, or
solvent-based) [25]. In the pioneering work of Klein
et al. [26], poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM) gels
were created with a one-dimensional (1D) radial
gradient of monomer density on top of a Hele-Shaw cell

(Figure 2AeD). Above a critical temperature, the gel
transforms into 3D buckles whose shape depends on the
concentration gradient of the monomer. Similarly,
Guvendiren et al. [27] designed poly(2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate) (pHEMA) films crosslinked with
ethylene glycol dimethacrylate to induce a vertical 1D
crosslinking gradient and depth-wise variation of the
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2

(A-D) Large–scale buckling and wrinkling instabilities in response to different radial gradients of monomer concentration and crosslinking density [26].
(E) Wrinkling induced by the accumulation of critical stress in response to a perpendicular gradient of crosslinking density [27]. Creation of 2D
axisymmetrically patterned polymer sheets tuned buckling into a (F) spherical cap and (G) cone geometry in response to heterogeneous swelling. (H-I)
2D non-axisymmetric patterning induces 3D buckling and wrinkling following the prescribed metrics [28].
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elastic modulus. Solvent-induced swelling of these films
while they are attached to a solid substratum generates
anisotropic compressive stresses that lead to tunable
wrinkling morphology (Figure 2E).

These initial studies motivated the incorporation of two-

dimensional (2D) instructive patterns into swelling gels
to enable control over 3D shape deformations. Kim et al.
[28] employed halftone gel lithography to obtain pro-
grammable buckling. Using lithographic patterning on
pNIPAM films through a multiple-mask approach, they
formulated gels with well-defined crosslinked regions to
function as 2D instructive patterns. With control over the
distribution, size, and degree of crosslinking in the
patterned regions, this strategy provides a unique
method to engineer programmable instabilities. Axisym-
metric patterning enables control over the geometrical
configuration of the buckles (Figure 2FeG), while non-

axisymmetric patterning generates 3D shapes of arbi-
trary complexity (Figure 2HeI). More recently, gray-
scale lithography was used to prescribe patterning of
even higher spatial resolution without the use of masks
[29] (**). Alternative strategies created light-activated
programmable instabilities by incorporating gold nano-
particles in the corresponding gels [30]. In this case, near-
infrared (IR) radiation of the gel induces 3D buckles due
www.sciencedirect.com
to nanoparticle-generated heat ablation. Controlling the
deformation kinetics in materials with prescribed shape
characteristics is another advantage towards modeling
branching morphogenesis. A recent study showed that
the kinetics of buckling can simply be tuned by changing
the concentration of encapsulated nanotubes or by vary-

ing the power of the radiating light [31]. Using photo-
degradable hydrogels, Kapyla et al. [32] designed cell
culture systems that deform in response to exposure to
UV light (**). Overall, materials with programmable
buckling and wrinkling instabilities provide a unique
platform to engineer different mechanical states that
replicate the initiation of buckling morphogenesis by
passive forces.
Clefting morphogenesis
Buckling morphogenesis is not the only mechanical
process that can drive the formation of branches. In the
salivary and mammary glands, branching morphogenesis
occurs through cleft formation wherein a parent branch
ruptures in half to form two daughter branches [33].
Whereas the molecular and physical characteristics of
clefting morphogenesis in the mammary gland are poorly

defined, in the salivary gland the mesenchymal ECM
plays an instructive role [18]. This matrix-driven
morphogenesis involves highly motile epithelial cells
Current Opinion in Biomedical Engineering 2018, 6:66–73
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Figure 3

(A) Dynamics of clefting morphogenesis in the mouse salivary gland. The bright line corresponds to fluorescently tagged fibronectin (FN), which follows
and fills the cleft opening [34]. (B) Cytoplasmic vinculin (red) accumulates in cells at the cleft region of the salivary gland and overlaps with localized
collagen type IV in the basement membrane [36]. (C) Schematic of matrix-driven branching. FN is initially deposited at the site of cleft formation and it
remains subject to remodeling as the cleft deepens. Colored cells demonstrate that cleft formation is a dynamic process during which cell migration and
time-dependent ECM presentation control branching morphogenesis [34].
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(Figure 3A and C) [34,35] that along with their adjacent
mesenchymal cells remodel the ECM and rearrange
cellecell and cell-ECM interactions near the sites of
cleft nucleation (Figure 3B) [36e38] to begin to form a

branching network. In this process, the epithelial buds
turn into reservoirs of ECM proteins that modulate cell
adhesion and contractile activity through the actomy-
osin network. The kinetics of stress fiber formation
seems to approximate the kinetics of cleft propagation
[39], which becomes reversible in the case of low ECM
levels [40]. Although their functional role is poorly
defined, mesenchymal cells are located close to the tip
of the cleft, suggesting that these cells might secrete
chemical factors or facilitate ECM remodeling [40e42].

Investigating the role of the mesenchyme in epithelial
bifurcation during lung morphogenesis, Kim et al. [43]
showed that new clefts form at sites of smooth muscle
differentiation. In turn, smooth muscle cells define
spatial constraints that compress the growing epithelial
tissue and trigger bifurcation of the epithelium. Smooth
Current Opinion in Biomedical Engineering 2018, 6:66–73
muscle differentiation has also been hypothesized to
instruct clefting morphogenesis through other physical
mechanisms including ECM remodeling [44] and
diffusion barrier contributions [45], which coordinately

mediate the interplay of cell-ECM and cellecell forces.

The increased epithelial dynamics and the critical role
of ECM remodeling during clefting morphogenesis are
indicative of a softer, more compliant tissue that is
distinct from the mechanically constrained epithelial
layer involved in buckling morphogenesis. Using
computational modeling, Bi et al. [46] showed that in
confluent 2D tissues a liquid-like state is rendered when
cellecell forces exceed the constraints of cortical ten-
sion. This spatial intermingling of epithelial and

mesenchymal cells in a compliant microenvironment
can be more sufficiently modeled by soft, single-layer
hydrogels. Correspondingly, creases, which are the me-
chanical instabilities in similarly soft materials, are
better candidates than buckles for modeling the phys-
ical features of cleft formation and propagation.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Materials with programmable instabilities
for modeling clefting morphogenesis
In contrast to the formation of wrinkles in elastic bilayer
films, the mechanical perturbation of soft hydrogels or
elastomers induces morphological deformations of their
surfaces with sharp self-contacting regions (Figure 4A)
[25]. These instabilities are called creases and their
onset strain (εc) is relatively smaller than that which
induces buckling/wrinkling instability [47]. To address
the singular shapes of creases, non-linear perturbation
analysis on a skin layer with finite bending stiffness
under a critical strain εc revealed the discontinuous
transition from a flat surface to creases of accountable

depth [48]. The geometric features of creases approxi-
mate those of epithelial clefts (Figure 3), while their
nucleation in soft elastomers is favored by compositional
heterogeneities and the presentation of physical defects
or solid barriers that are engineered inside their struc-
ture [49]. Similarly, clefting morphogenesis is enabled
by ECM patterning at the sites of nucleation, although
the mechanical role of ECM patterning in this event
remains poorly explored. Reversibility is another prop-
erty common to crease and cleft propagation. The
fraction of nucleated clefts that accumulates an inade-

quate amount of ECM and incomplete remodeling is
more vulnerable to retraction. On the other hand, crease
reversibility in synthetic materials is coordinated by the
Figure 4

(A) Creasing instability induced by a critical strain εc on a soft elastomer or hyd
the elastomer contains self-contacting features. (B) Composite polymer film for
spots for controlled crease formation. The pink segments refer to regions of sel
crease size by adjustment of film thickness. Crease size increases with gel th

www.sciencedirect.com
functional interplay between the material surface and its
elastic energy [49].

Thus, materials engineered with programmable creases
can serve as physical models of clefting morphogenesis.
Creases have been induced in soft hydrogels using
different stimuli including temperature, pH, and light
gradients [25]. By patterning solid posts at the supporting

substratum (Figure 4B: blue boxes), Kim et al. [50]
generated reversible crease instabilities that are
temperature-responsive. Furthermore, when the creases
were modified with biological motifs at the self-
contacting regions (Figure 4B: pink-colored regions),
they were able to induce ligand-specific cell adhesion.
Conversely, Chen et al. [51] photo-labeled non-contact-
ing regions of the creases with adhesive motifs, forming
stretchable channels that can be used to study the dy-
namics of receptor-mediated cell adhesion by harnessing
the kinetic characteristics of crease reversibility.

Changing the physical and chemical characteristics of
synthetic materials can provide control over the geom-
etry of crease instabilities. Trujillo et al. [52] engineered
hydrogels of controllable thickness to create creases
with similar structure but different size (Figure 4C). In
this case, the critical strain (εc) for crease formation was
independent of gel stiffness. Recently, Takahashi et al.
rogel with thickness ho. In the out-of-plane deformed state, the surface of
formation of thermoreversible creases [50]. The blue boxes are solid-like
ective chemical modification on the self-contacting regions. (C) Control of
ickness (3, 40, 160 mm respectively) [52].

Current Opinion in Biomedical Engineering 2018, 6:66–73
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[53] created free-swelling gels that sequentially form
rectangular patterns of creases and bulk bending. Alto-
gether, materials with programmable crease instabilities
have the potential to model combinatorial signals of
clefting morphogenesis, and thus to help elucidate the
role of different factors such as ECM composition,
cellular presentation, and geometrical constraints.
Conclusions
Branching morphogenesis underlies the development of
an enormous variety of tissues across biological species.
Some general tissue characteristics that can determine
the mode of branching morphogenesis include the

presence of adjacent tissue layers (e.g., epithelium and
mesenchyme) with distinct growth rates and compres-
sion ratios or the presentation of different types of gra-
dients (e.g., ECM composition, cell differentiation) on
the epithelial layer, which can potentially induce
buckling and clefting morphogenesis, respectively.
Moreover, the role of ubiquitous cellecell and cell-ECM
interactions is not conserved among different organs and
modes of branching morphogenesis [54], despite the
fact that their contributions affect tissue topology at
different stages of morphogenesis [55].

However, it remains unclear how the physical and
chemical mechanisms that are involved in this process
preserve such reproducibility independent of a genetic
blueprint. One promising solution towards understand-
ing what determines the morphogenetic movements is
the design of cell culture systems with controllable
shape-changing characteristics. We anticipate that one
strategy to formulate similar systems will employ bio-
materials with time-dependent mechanical properties
and signal-induced mechanical instabilities. Materials
that exhibit these general characteristics can be used to

establish a platform to recapitulate the conditions that
govern buckling and clefting morphogenesis. Sculpting
the shape of artificial cell culture microenvironments will
enable the investigation of a wide range of physical factors
that are hypothesized to induce stereotyped patterns and
folds during tissue development, such as the geometry of
unfolded tissues, the arrangement of folds and patterns,
and any mechanical mismatches. It is expected that
similar findings will further explain the physical signals
that result from the relative rates of epithelial growth
[17] and smooth muscle differentiation [43] in buckling

and clefting morphogenesis, respectively. Overall, soft
materials with programmable instabilities show the po-
tential to facilitate interdisciplinary studies on branching
morphogenesis, benefitting future understanding of
organ development and regeneration.
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